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Abstract— We present a wirelessly powered ultraviolet-C1

(UVC) radiation-based disinfecting bandage for sterilization2

and treatment in chronic wound care and management. The3

bandage contains embedded low-power UV light-emitting4

diodes (LEDs) in the 265 to 285 nm range with the light5

emission controlled via a microcontroller. An inductive coil6

is seamlessly concealed in the fabric bandage and coupled7

with a rectifier circuit to enable 6.78 MHz wireless power8

transfer (WPT). The maximum WPT efficiency of the coils9

is 83% in free space and 75% on the body at a coupling10

distance of 4.5 cm. Measurements show that the UVC LEDs11

are emitting radiant power of about 0.6 mW and 6.8 mW12

with and without fabric bandage, respectively, when wire-13

lessly powered. The ability of the bandage to inactivate14

microorganisms was examined in a laboratory which shows15

that the system can effectively eradicate Gram-negative16

bacteria, Pseudoalteromonas sp. D41 strain, on surfaces17

in six hours. The proposed smart bandage system is low-18

cost, battery-free, flexible and can be easily mounted on the19

human body and, therefore, shows great promise for the20

treatment of persistent infections in chronic wound care.21

Index Terms— Smart bandage, UVC LED, e-textiles, wear-22

ables, battery-less, wireless power transfer, inductive coil,23

chronic wound care.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

CHRONIC non-healing wounds require continuous mon-26

itoring and special care to heal. Chronic wound healing27

disorders are a common problem in older adults, diabetic and28

obese patients [1]. With the increase in the ageing population,29

chronic non-healing wounds present a major economic burden30
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Fig. 1: The proposed battery-free smart bandage can be used
for treating wound surfaces.

to healthcare systems and also significantly affect the quality 31

of life of an individual [2], [3]. To date, the treatment of 32

chronic wounds involves frequent cleaning with saline solu- 33

tions, removal of necrotic tissue and changing of dressings [4]– 34

[6]. These approaches to chronic wound cleaning may not 35

be effective for all types of chronic wounds if they are not 36

complemented with other forms of wound treatment. For 37

example, using normal saline for wound cleansing alone has 38

been found to be ineffective in reducing wound bioburden and 39

may even impede wound healing, especially in wounds with 40

high bacterial load [7]. 41

Wound healing is complicated when a bacterial infection 42

is present either due to highly exudate wounds or the lack 43

of a moist environment that may happen when non-occlusive 44

dressings are used. To address this issue, new bandage systems 45

that include passive and stimulus-activated delivery mecha- 46

nisms have been developed to localize the supply of antibiotics 47

and antibacterial treatment to the wound within the bandage 48

as discussed in review papers [8]–[11]. The bandage material 49

for passive drug delivery is usually functionalized by coating 50

textile fibers with antibacterial polymers [12], [13] or nanopar- 51

ticles [14], [15], which limit bacterial growth when in contact 52

with the wound [8], [10]. However, the added functionality can 53
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the wirelessly powered chronic
wound disinfection smart bandage.

affect the mechanical properties of such bandages [10], and the54

main limitation of this delivery method is the lack of control55

over the delivered drug dosage. Stimulus-activated delivery of56

antibiotics, on the other hand, helps to control the drug dosage57

supplied to the wound. Encapsulated antibiotics within the58

bandages are released into the wound in response to changes59

in wound biomarkers, such as temperature, oxygen level, pH60

level, and biofilms, through activation mechanisms like UV61

radiation [16]and heaters [9]. In some cases, microneedles62

are used for invasive drug delivery to the dermal layer within63

the skin [17]. One significant limitation of all such bandages64

is the limited supply of antibacterial ointment or antibiotics65

for bacterial treatment throughout the wound healing process.66

Additionally, the increasing antibiotic resistance associated67

with non-responsive and drug-resistant bacterial strains that68

emerge from indiscriminate or excessive use of antibiotics69

highlights the need for developing new smart bandages that70

incorporate a non-antibiotic process for inactivating bacteria71

and preventing bacterial growth at wound sites.72

To achieve more effective wound care without over-reliance73

on antibiotics, there is an urgent need to develop an alterna-74

tive antimicrobial approach for treating infected wounds. For75

example, [18] discusses the use of ultraviolet (UV) radiation76

within the C bandwidth (200 to 280 nm) for treating infections77

and its effects on wound healing. In this study, we present the78

first wearable and battery-free smart bandage that utilizes UVC79

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [19], enabling an antibiotic-free,80

low-cost alternative dressing that provides wound disinfection.81

UVC radiation is highly antimicrobial and has been widely82

used for microbial inactivation in water purification, food83

contact surfaces and medical equipment [20]. In [21], the inac-84

tivation of different microorganisms in water was investigated85

by using various wavelength combinations across UVA (315–86

400 nm), UVB (280–315 nm) and UVC (200–280 nm). It87

was observed that the combinations of UVC and UVB LEDs88

always achieved microbial inactivation, but UVA may improve89

or reduce E. coli inactivation depending on the manner of90

application such as applying UVA after UVC/UVB, applying91

UVA before UVC/UVB or applying UVA only. Similarly, the92

effect of UV light on microbial inactivation in apple juice is93

described in [22]. This showed that exposing apple juice to94

UV light for short periods of time achieved a reduction in E.95

coli and L. innocua to below detection limits while having96

marginal effects on physical, chemical, and sensory (taste and97

odour) properties. Additionally, recent research shows that98

UVC-based irradiation has the potential to efficiently inactivate99

diverse forms of coronaviruses such as MERS CoV, SARS 100

CoV-1, and SARS CoV-2 and is therefore an efficient tool 101

for controlling the transmission of coronaviruses [23]. The 102

successful use of UV light in the treatment of wounds has 103

been demonstrated in many cases [24]–[27]. The exposure of 104

skin to UVC has also been shown to inactivate methicillin- 105

resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) which can cause se- 106

rious postoperative infections [28]. The radiation doses applied 107

were in the range of 15–40 mJ/cm2 which were found to have 108

a negligible effect on healthy skin cells. The ability of UV 109

radiation to treat antibiotic-resistant microbial species without 110

inducing further resistance is a highly attractive feature of 111

the approach [29]. Care should be taken to ensure host cells 112

are not affected by the exposure and hence it is important to 113

be able to control dosage in terms of intensity and duration. 114

Short wavelength UVC in the range of 200 to 230 nm can 115

be regarded as safe due to the inability of the radiation at 116

these wavelengths to penetrate host eukaryotic cells [29]. 117

In vivo irradiation with 222 nm UVC was found to reduce 118

MRSA bacteria in infected wounds without damaging either 119

epidermal or dermal cells [30]. The UVC radiation does not 120

need to have pinpoint millimeter accuracy for antibacterial 121

action. Instead, the wavelength, intensity, time and frequency 122

are crucial parameters to ensure treatment efficiency. The 123

position and the design of the UVC LED will need to be 124

optimized within the bandage to control the efficiency and 125

limit illumination on the boundary. This will depend on the 126

size and geometry of the bandage. 127

Smart bandages can provide important information about 128

the wound healing process by continuous monitoring, in real- 129

time, key parameters in the wound such as temperature, 130

moisture level, pH level and wound oxygenation [31]–[34]. 131

In [35] a battery-powered inkjet printed smart bandage was 132

demonstrated wirelessly monitoring irregular bleeding, varia- 133

tions in pH levels, and external pressure at the wound site. 134

The bandage operated at around 2.4GHz utilizing the IEEE 135

802.15.4 standard to transmit data to an external device. 136

Alternatively, a Near-field Communication (NFC)-based smart 137

bandage for wireless strain and temperature sensing was 138

proposed in [36]. The bandage is battery-free and operates 139

from the energy harvested from the NFC reader. 140

Removing the requirement for a battery is highly desirable 141

since they have a finite lifetime, are rigid, environmentally un- 142

friendly, and require frequent recharging or replacement [37]. 143

NFC was primarily designed to wireless information or data 144

transfer in close proximity. Consequently, the circuitry de- 145

signed for data transfer is not optimised for efficient power 146

transfer between devices and limits the maximum power 147

level which can be delivered. Therefore, all electronic treat- 148

ment bandages reported relied on a battery and could not 149

be sustained using wireless power transfer based on NFC. 150

Furthermore, radiative wireless power transfer in the far-field 151

can be used for the transmission of power over long distances, 152

as proposed in [49]. However, all reported wearable far-field 153

WPT systems have an output under 10 mW [50], which 154

would be insufficient to power a therapeutic smart bandage. 155

An alternative to NFC is magnetic resonant (MR) wireless 156

power transfer (WPT), which operates at 6.78MHz [38]– 157
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Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the UVC LEDs strip for the chronic wound smart bandage system.

[42]. A magnetic resonant three-coil WPT system operating at158

6.78MHz for wearable devices is proposed in [43], showing159

that the system has power transfer efficiency of 50% and160

60% at Tx and Rx separation distances of 1 cm and 4 cm161

on the human body and in the air, respectively. Alternatively,162

a compact flexible, wearable resonant inductive WPT system163

was proposed in [44] that achieved a power efficiency of164

80% over a relatively long range of 60mm. Recently, an all-165

textile-based 6.78MHz WPT receiver was demonstrated with166

a power output exceeding 3W [45]. Textile-based, flexible167

and wearable WPT coils have been realized using inkjet168

printing [46], embroidery [47], and adhesive-backed copper169

wires [48].170

This paper presents a battery-free wound-treatment anti-171

infective smart bandage, powered from a 6.78MHz resonant172

WPT; the circuit filament and textile coil are concealed within173

a standard fabric bandage. The low-power UVC LED circuit174

filament was tested on a Pseudoalteromonas sp. D41 bacterial175

strain, a Gram-negative bacteria, demonstrating a three-fold176

reduction in the bacterial growth, compared to an untreated177

strain culture, from light intensities as low as 10 µW. The178

paper is organized as follows: Section II details the overall179

system design, Section III presents the simulation and mea-180

surement results of the WPT system and Section IV describes181

the anti-bacterial properties of the bandage. Finally, Section V182

concludes the paper.183

II. SYSTEM DESIGN184

The block diagram of the anti-infective smart bandage is185

shown in Fig. 2 and comprises of three elements: (i) an186

inductive coil, (ii) a voltage doubler rectifier, and (iii) a UVC187

LEDs strip (Fig. 3). The coil is designed and coupled with the188

rectifier circuit to efficiently capture the wireless power from189

the resonant electromagnetic field generated by the transmitter190

coil. The rectifier circuit feeds the dc-dc boost converter on191

the LED strip which steps up the low voltage into the higher192

voltage of 6.8V required to power the UVC light-emitting193

diodes. The UVC LEDs emit light in the wavelength range of194

265 to 285 nm to inactivate the bacteria on the wound surface.195

A. Coil Designs196

Rectangular transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coils were197

fabricated using a 0.36mm-thick silk-coated copper Litz198

wire [51]. Both coils are 200mm long and 65mm wide, as199

shown in Fig. 5. The gap between adjacent turns is 2mm 200

and 4 different coils with 3, 5, 7 and 8 turns were simulated 201

and fabricated. A PFAFF Creative 3.0 sewing machine was 202

used to embroider the Litz wire onto a fabric bandage [52]. 203

The fabric bandage has a relative permittivity (ϵr) of 1.2, loss 204

tangent (tan δ) of 0.02 and a thickness of 1.2mm. The value 205

of the tuning capacitor C is calculated as follows [19]: 206

207

C =
1

4π2f2
rL

(1)

where L is the inductance of the coil and fr is the resonance 208

frequency: 209

210

fr =
1

2π
√
LC

. (2)

211

Coil properties are given in Table I where the inductance 212

L of the coils was measured at 6.78MHz using a Rohde & 213

Schwarz ZVB4 impedance analyser while lumped capacitor 214

value was calculated using (1). The quality factor Q was 215

calculated using the following equation: 216

217

Q =
2πfrL

R
. (3)

Fig. 4 illustrates the process of fabricating fabric bandage 218

coils using an embroidery technique. First, a CAD file was 219

created using Autodesk Eagle [53] and then transformed into 220

a digitized design using the 6D embroidery system. The fabric 221

bandage was affixed to a firm fusible interlining [54] using an 222

adhesive spray [55] and placed in the embroidery frame, which 223

was then connected to the embroidery machine [56]. The Litz 224

wire was wound onto a bobbin, and the assistant thread was 225

put in a spool holder on the machine. The stitching tension 226

between the coil and the thread onto the bandage is controlled 227

by the embroidery setup parameters, as depicted in Fig. 4. 228

B. Rectifier Circuit 229

The rectifier circuit is based on a voltage doubler topology, 230

(shown in Fig. 6) which uses two 1000 pF capacitors and 231

two silicon carbide Schottky diodes from GeneSiC semicon- 232

ductor [57] with repetitive peak reverse voltage of 1200V 233

and continuous forward current of 1A [58]. The input of the 234

circuit is connected to the receiver coil while the outputs are 235

connected to the dc-dc boost converter of the LEDs strip. 236

There is a slot in the rectifier layout for a tuning capacitor 237

for the coil. 238
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Fig. 4: Embroidering process for fabricating all fabric bandage
coils.

Fig. 5: Prototype of the transmitter coil design of 8 turns
manufactured by embroidered silk-coated copper Litz wire
into a fabric bandage. (Dimensions are in mm)

C. UVC LEDs Strip239

Fig. 3 depicts the schematic diagram of the LEDs strip240

which consists of a dc-dc boost converter, a voltage regulator,241

a microcontroller, LED driver ICs and UVC emitting diodes.242

The assembled circuit is shown in Fig. 7a. The LM2704 [59]243

step-up dc-dc boost converter with a 550mA peak current244

limit is used to adjust the output voltage to 6.8V. The input245

range of the converter is 2.2 to 7V, and the adjustable output246

voltage is up to 20V. The output voltage (6.8V) can be247

set by selecting values for R1 and R2 using the following248

equation:249

TABLE I: Measured inductance and resistance of the coil
designs. The capacitance value was calculated using (1).

3 turns 5 turns 7 turns 8 turns

L (µH) 3.87 8.98 14.02 17.99

R (Ω) 4.41 6.55 7.17 9.10

C (pF) 142.12 61.35 39.46 30.62

Q 37.38 58.40 83.29 84.21

20

22.5

10

3.5

C1 D2

D1
C2

40

10

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Voltage doubler rectifier circuit: (a) geometry, and (b)
fabricated prototype. (Dimensions are in mm)

250

R1 = R2

( vout
1.237 V

− 1
)
. (4)

251

A 4.7 pF capacitor is used as to smooth the input signal. 252

Similarly, a low equivalent series resistance (ESR) capacitor 253

of 4.7 pF is used for the output to minimize output voltage 254

ripple. 255

The ATtiny85 from Microchip [60] is used to control the 256

brightness of the LEDs, operating at a voltage between 1.8V 257

and 5.5V. The microcontroller required a lower voltage than 258

the UVC sources and a MCP1801 [61] voltage regulator is 259

used to supply the microcontroller. The regulator converts the 260

input voltage from 6.8V and to an output voltage of 5V. 261

The UVC LED (VLMU35CL2-275-120) [62] is a ceramic 262

packaged low-power LED (see Fig. 7b) with a radiant power 263

of typically 3mW at 20mA in a wavelength range of 265 264

to 285 nm. The brightness of the LEDs is controlled via 265

the microcontroller and the WS2811 NeoPixel LED driver 266

chip [63] using the pulse width modulation (PWM) technique. 267

The forward voltage of the light-emitting diode is between 5 268

to 8V. By placing the UVC LEDs on one side of the strip 269

and controlling the distance between them, it is possible to 270

precisely control light emission and achieve optimal UVC 271

irradiance. This can ensure that the wound surface receives 272

an appropriate amount of UV radiation. 273

D. Fabrication and Encapsulation 274

In order to achieve the level of flexibility required in 275

the smart bandage application, the circuit was fabricated on 276

a 25 µm-thick polyimide copper-coated film (Fig. 7c). The 277

total size of the strip is 150mm× 20mm. The flexible strip 278

was patterned using standard photolithography and etching 279

processes, following the design rules presented in [64]. 280

After soldering the components, a novel vacuum forming 281

method was used to encapsulate the flexible LEDs strip using 282

a Formech 450 DT as described in [65], [66]. A flexible 283

and breathable thermoplastic encapsulant, Platilon®U [67], 284

was used to seal the circuit. Whilst this protects the circuit 285

mechanically and from moisture such as wound exudate but 286

was also found to be opaque to UV wavelengths and therefore 287

windows were cut out over the LEDs. A cross-section of the 288

encapsulated circuit is shown in Fig. 7d. 289
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7: (a) Fabricated prototype of the UVC LEDs strip for smart bandage; (b) Photograph of a 265 to 285 nm ceramic
packaged low power LED with silicone lens device (footprint = 3.45mm×3.45mm× 1.38mm, top isometric view (left) and
bottom isometric view (right); (c) Fully flexible circuit; (d) Scanning electron microscope photo of the cross-section of the
encapsulated circuit

III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS290

A. Rectifier Characterization291

To evaluate the performance of the rectifier, the rectifier292

was connected to the power amplifier and a 250Ω power293

resistor was attached to the output terminal of the rectifier.294

Additionally, a 4.7 µF smoothing capacitor was deployed at295

the rectifier output terminal. The power amplifier received296

input power ranging from 10 to 40 dBm, and the DC voltage297

across the resistive load was measured with an oscilloscope.298

Fig. 8 illustrates the RF-to-DC efficiency and output DC299

voltage against RF input power from 10 to 40 dBm. The300

results indicate that the maximum rectifier efficiency of 91%301

was achieved at an input power of 40 dBm. Additionally, we302

measured the efficiency after encapsulating the rectifier in a303

polyimide coating. As shown in Fig. 8, the encapsulation did304

not significantly impact the RF-to-DC power efficiency of the305

system.306

B. WPT Efficiency307

Four coils of 3 to 8 turns were tested to study the optimal308

coil turns ratio for efficient power transfer. The following309

experimental conditions were also investigated with Comsol310

Multiphysics (Fig. 9) providing simulated WPT efficiency311

for the following arrangements. The capacitor value given312

in Table I was connected in series with the coil to tune the313

resonance frequency to 6.78MHz. The WPT efficiency of the314

coils was investigated with a two ports vector network analyzer315

(VNA), Rhode & Schwarz ZVB4, as shown in Fig. 9a. The316

separation distance between the transmitter and receiver coil is317

denoted by d. Both coils were aligned in the coaxial direction318
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Fig. 8: Measured RF-to-DC efficiency and output voltage
against RF input power from 10 to 40 dBm for load impedance
of 250Ω.

and the distance d was varied from 1 to 10 cm, in 0.5 cm 319

steps. The S21 of the coils in free space and on the body was 320

measured for varying d, with the efficiency given by ηWPT = 321

|S21|2. 322

In the first experiment, the WPT efficiency between the Tx 323

coil of 8 turns and the Rx coils of 3 to 8 turns was investigated, 324

as shown in Fig. 9b. It can be observed that at an operating 325

distance of 4.5 cm, the wireless power transfer efficiency of 326

the Rx coil of 3 turns is about 83.3% in free space. As 327

the separation distance between coils increases, the efficiency 328

gradually decreases. The Rx coils with 5, 7 and 8 turns have 329

higher efficiency than the 3 turns coil at separation distances 330
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Fig. 9: (a) Experimental set-up measuring transmission coefficient, S21, between the transmitter and receiver coils for various
separation distance d. (b) measured WPT efficiency between the transmitter coil of 8 turns and receiver coil from 3 to 8 turns;
(c) Transmitter coil of 7 turns and receiver coil from 3 to 8 turns at 6.78MHz; (d) Lateral; (d) Rotation; (e) Misalignment;
(f) Bending misalignment measurements for coupling distance of 4.5 cm at 6.78MHz.

d > 5 cm. In the second experiment, the transmitting coil was331

replaced with the 7 turns coil and measured the efficiency of332

the system again. It can be noted that at an operating distance333

of 3.5 cm, the measured WPT efficiency of the Rx coil of 3334

turns is about 80% in free space, Fig. 9c. When d < 3 cm, the335

WPT efficiency falls due to the frequency splitting phenomena336

when the two coils are in close proximity, resulting in lower337

transfer efficiency at 6.78MHz. The frequency splitting relates338

to the increasing mutual inductance which causes a phase339

shift between the input voltage and the current, reducing340

the transferred power for the transmitting coil [68]. The341

simulated power efficiency is slightly higher than the measured342

power efficiency which is caused by the power lost to the343

parasitic resistance in the resonant capacitors. Additionally,344

discrepancies between the simulated and actual conductivity345

of Litz wire, and the differences between the simulated and346

fabricated coil dimensions, can lead to inaccuracies in the347

measured results. Fig. 9b and 9c that increasing the number348

of turns of the coil does not improve the WPT efficiency as349

additional turns can also lead to increased resistance and self-350

inductance. Therefore, for the proposed bandage design, we351

have selected Tx of 8 turns and Rx of 3 turns coil designs for352

designing the smart bandage system, thereby minimizing the353

overall area on the bandage occupied by the coil.354

C. Misalignment Measurements 355

An important consideration in the practical implementation 356

of WPT is the impact of misalignment between the 357

transmitting and receiving coils. The power efficiency of the 358

coils was studied under three misalignment conditions at a 359

fixed coupling distance of 4.5 cm: (i) lateral, (ii) rotational 360

and (iii) bending misalignment. Fig. 9b illustrates that the 361

measured power transfer efficiency of the system peaks at 362

a coupling distance of 4.5 cm. Therefore, we selected this 363

distance for the misalignment measurements. Fig. 9d shows 364

the power efficiency against lateral misalignment distance a 365

varying from 0 (aligned) to 5 cm. As a increases, the strength 366

of the magnetic field gradually decreases, and as a result, the 367

power efficiency of the system decreases. When a = 5 cm, the 368

efficiency of the system has fallen to 10%. Fig. 9e shows the 369

power efficiency against rotational misalignment varying from 370

perfectly aligned at 0◦ and 180◦, and 90◦ where the coils are 371

orthogonal. The efficiency of the system drops to 40% when 372

the coils are at 90◦. This is due to reduced coupling between 373

the coils and increased impedance in the circuit. Finally, the 374

receiver coil was attached to a flexible plastic sheet which 375

was used to form defined bending as shown in the inset of 376

Fig. 9f and where D is the width of the coil given by: 377

378

D = 2Rsin

(
θ

2

)
(5)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10: Measurement setup: (a) Bending misalignment of the
receiver coil; (b) Receiver coil bent on the body.
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Fig. 11: WPT efficiency (|S21|2) measurements between the
transmitter coil of 8 turns and receiver coil of 3 turns on the
body at 6.78MHz.

379

where R is the radius of the circle, and θ is the central angle380

formed by the radii to the ends of the coil. The transmitter381

and receiver were 4.5 cm apart, and the receiver coil was bent382

around the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 10a. A larger D indicates383

a flatter receiver coil and as D decreases (i.e., the coil bends384

more) the transmission efficiency falls down to around 30%385

(Fig. 9f).386

Several demonstrations of ergonomic wireless charging387

circuits that are more tolerant to misalignment have been388

reported [69]. Moreover, the metamaterials [70], or magneto-389

inductive waveguides [71], can be integrated into clothing to390

increase the collection area and allow the electromagnetic391

fields to be safely (within the SAR limits) coupled to the392

bandage.393

Fig. 12: Simulated SAR value of the WPT system at
6.78MHz.

TABLE II: Layered human model electrical parameters at
6.78MHz, [72].

Density
(kg/m3)

Relative
permittivity

Electrical con-
ductivity (S/m)

Skin 1109 4.78E+2 1.47E-1

Fat 911 3.50E+1 4.96E-2

Muscle 1090 6.02E-1 2.33E+2

D. On-body Measurements 394

Fig. 11 depicts the measured power efficiency of the ban- 395

dage system in the presence of the human body. The receiver 396

coil was tested in three different configurations: on a flat body 397

tissue, bent around a human arm (circumference 90mm) and 398

finally a human leg (circumference 120mm), as shown in 10b. 399

The result shows that the efficiency of the system was reduced 400

to 75% at the same coupling distance of 3 cm. The effect of 401

bending on the achievable efficiency was also tested since the 402

coils will be bent around the body. The results show that the 403

efficiency of the system decreased to 60% at the same coupling 404

distance of 4.5 cm. The reduction in power efficiency is due 405

to the change in resonance frequency and the decrease in the 406

effective area of the receiving coil. 407

The specific absorption rate (SAR) in the human tissue was 408

calculated in Comsol Multiphysics [73], Fig. 12, as follows: 409

410

ESAR = σ

(
|E|2

ρ

)
(6)

411

where σ is the conductivity of the human tissue, ρ is the 412

density, and E is the norm of the electric field (RMS). The 413

human tissue consists of 1mm-thick skin and 10mm-thick 414

fat, and 15mm-thick muscle was designed, shown in Fig. 12. 415

Table II summarizes the electrical parameters of the human 416

model. The Rx coil of 3 turns was mounted on the tissue and 417

the SAR value simulated for separation distances of 1 cm, 418

4.5 cm and 8 cm at a reference power of 1W. The results 419

show that the SAR values are 0.004, 0.021 and 0.01 for 420
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Fig. 13: (a) Equivalent circuit model representation of the WPT system; (b) Measurement set up for measuring the end-to-
end efficiency against different load impedance at distance d in cm; (c) Measured end-to-end efficiency against different load
impedance for various coupling distance; (d) Comparison between input and output power for optimal load impedance of 250Ω
at 6.78MHz; (e) Measured output power against different coupling distance from 2 to 10 cm for fixed input power from 4 to
7 W for optimal load impedance of 250Ω.

TABLE III:

Reference This work [84] [85] [86]

Power trans-
fer method

Magnetic
resonance
coupling

Magnetic
resonance
coupling

Magnetic field
resonance

Inductive
coupling

Antenna type Rectangular
coil

Square spiral
coil

Rectangular
coil

Circular-
spiral flat coil

Conductive
material

Litz wire Silver
filament

Copper trace Conductive
past

Frequency 6.78 MHz 6.78 MHz 100 KHz 17.6 MHz

RX coil size 20×6.5 cm 8×12 cm 5.45×1.6 cm 14×14 cm

Transfer dis-
tance

10 cm 15 cm n/a 10 mm

DC output
power

4.1 W 24 mW 1.4 W 1.2 W

End-to-end
efficiency

53.5% 46.2% 30% 37%

coupling distances of 1 cm, 4.5 cm, and 8 cm, respectively.421

This suggests that the peak SAR is well below the 1.6 W/kg422

limit for wireless power transfer.423

E. End-to-end Efficiency versus Load Impedance 424

The end-to-end efficiency of the system was investigated for 425

different load impedances ranging from 50 to 300Ω. Fig. 13a 426

shows the equivalent circuit model of the energy system, where 427

vin is a power source, PA is the power amplifier, Ct and Rt are 428

the capacitance and resistance of the transmitting coil, respec- 429

tively, Cr and Rr represent the capacitance and resistance of 430

the receiver coil, respectively, and ZL is the load impedance. 431

L1 and L2 are the inductance of the transmitting and receiving 432

coil, respectively, and M is the mutual inductance between 433

the coupling coils. A voltage doubler rectifier was employed 434

between the receiver and the load. The measurement setup 435

for measuring end-to-end efficiency is shown in Fig. 13b. 436

A dc power supply was used to power the amplifier. The 437

output voltage of the power supply was set to 15V. The 438

transmitter was connected to an RF power amplifier. The 439

power amplifier, GSWP050W-EVBPA from GaN systems [74], 440

is a 50W, 6.78MHz Class EF2 power amplifier designed 441

for wireless power transfer. The receiver was connected to 442

a voltage doubler rectifier (Fig. 6). The variable resistive load 443

(non-inductive) was connected at the rectifier output, and the 444

voltage across the load was monitored with an oscilloscope. 445

The load was mounted on a heat sink to reduce the heat of 446
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Fig. 14: (a) Measurement setup for measuring the optical performance of the LEDs strip; (b) Measured radiated power of
LEDs strip for at distance d from 2 to 14 cm at an integration time of 500ms.

the resistor. The separation distance between the coupling coils447

varied from 2 to 10 cm.448

Fig. 13c shows the measured transmission efficiency of the449

WPT system for different load impedance ZL at separation450

distances d ranging from 2 to 10 cm at 6.78MHz. It can be451

observed that the system has a high end-to-end efficiency of452

over 50% for the optimal load impedance of 250Ω when d453

< 3 cm. As the separation increases, the efficiency decreases.454

When d = 10 cm, the efficiency of the system dropped to below455

10%. At separation distances of 7 cm or less, the efficiency456

decreases as the load impedance decreases below 250Ω. The457

load resistance has little effect of distances of 8 cm or more. A458

comparison between the input and output power versus d for459

an optimal load impedance of 250Ω is illustrated in Fig. 13d.460

This shows the output power is maximum when d is 3 cm at461

6.78MHz.462

Furthermore, measurements were carried out to examine the463

output power of the system at fixed input power levels of 4W,464

5W, 6W, and 7W for optimal load impedance 250Ω, as465

shown in Fig. 13e. The system provides approximately 2.25W466

for an input power of 4W at coupling distances between 2 cm467

and 4 cm. Beyond 4 cm coupling distance, the output power468

of the system starts to decrease. As input power increases,469

the output power of the system increases, as expected. Based470

on these measurements, it can be inferred that the LED strip471

can be activated at a coupling distance of 10 cm with an input472

power of 5W since the LED strip consumes approximately473

0.55W of power. Table III presents a comparison of the474

proposed wireless system with existing fabric and flexible475

WPT systems, demonstrating that the proposed system can476

transfer a high power of 4.1W with an end-to-end efficiency477

of 53.5%. It can be noted that a power of 4.1W is not required478

to operate the proposed anti-infective smart bandage. These479

measurements demonstrate the end-to-end efficiency of the480

system and suggest that such high-power transfer is possible481

with all fabric bandage coils. Nevertheless, the input power can 482

be easily adjusted in the power supply for low-power devices. 483

F. Light Emission Measurement 484

The measurement setup shown in Fig. 14a was used to 485

investigate the optical performance of the UVC LEDs in two 486

states: (i) LED strip without a bandage and (ii) LED strip 487

assembled in a fabric bandage. The LED strip was placed 488

inside a calibrated integrating sphere which provides uniform 489

scattering and collects all the light from the UVC source. The 490

integrating sphere was connected to a SpectraWiz spectrometer 491

via optical fibre. The power emission from the LEDs was 492

measured for coupling distances d from 1 to 14 cm. Fig. 14b 493

shows the radiant power emission of the LEDs when they 494

were wirelessly powered, showing that at 7 cm, the LEDs 495

radiate the highest power. The level of light emission drops 496

significantly when the receiver coil was in close proximity to 497

the transmitter coil (e.g. 2 cm and 3 cm) or at larger distances 498

in excess of 9 cm. The peak power emission at 7 cm is due 499

to the impedance matching between the LEDs strip and the 500

receiver coil. The radiant power of the LED strip decreases 501

when the receiver and transmitter coils are in close proximity, 502

this is attributed to the effect of frequency splitting at distances 503

below 3 cm. As the separation distance between the coils 504

increased to 9 cm, the efficiency gradually decreased due to the 505

weakening of the magnetic field strength with distance. When 506

the circuit is assembled in the fabric bandage, the radiated 507

power of the LEDs has significantly degraded as shown in the 508

inset of Fig. 14b. This is due to the absorption of the UV 509

radiation by the textile fibres [75]. Here the optical system 510

count has been converted to mW using data sheet values 511

from [76] for the typical LED radiant power of 3mW and 512

4.3mW at 20mA and 30mA, respectively. For an output 513

radiant power of 3mW, the number of counts was 2650 at 514

277 nm. Similarly, for an output radiant power of 4.3mW, the 515
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15: (a) Final prototype of the anti-infective smart bandage; (b) Mounted on the body (the LEDs strip should face the site
of the wound when in use); (c) Experimental setup with the UVC LEDs without bandage in 4 cm distance.

number of counts was 3645 at 277 nm. These two reference516

values can be extrapolated for the conversion. Furthermore,517

an input power of 4.32W at a coupling distance of 7 cm518

is required to achieve high radiant power of 6.8mW. The519

bandage consumes approximately 0.55W of power, resulting520

in a power transfer efficiency of 12.73%. Fig. 15a shows521

the final prototype of the anti-infective smart bandage and522

Fig. 15b illustrates the bandage mounted on the body. The523

UVC LEDs have the ability to emit 100% radiant intensity at524

a wide angle of 80◦ face up. Additionally, the wound dressing525

used to enclose the strip will also act as a light diffuser to526

further disseminate the UVC light emission, as shown in the527

inset of Fig 15b. Further uniform emission can be achieved528

by reducing the gap between the UVC LEDs and increasing529

the thickness of the wound dressing due to its wide radiating530

angle of 80◦. Furthermore, the number of LEDs in the bandage531

system can be easily increased as the proposed WPT system532

harvests enough power to operate them. Literature reports that533

the intensity of the UVC emission will not largely affect the534

performance of inactivating microorganisms. Extending the535

time or increasing the intensity will improve the performance536

by log-reduction [77], by disturbing their DNA replication via537

crosslinking between thymine and cytosine in the same DNA538

strand.539

IV. ANTI-BACTERIAL PROPERTIES540

A. Bacterial Strain and Growth Condition541

Marine bacteria belonging to the genus Pseudoalteromonas542

are known to produce numerous compounds of biotechnolog-543

ical interest [78]. In this study, we used Pseudoalteromonas544

sp. D41 strain which is a Gram-negative bacteria and was545

isolated from Brest Bay (Brittany, France). Gram-negative546

bacteria are associated with infections in the bloodstream and547

in wounds or surgical sites and are becoming increasingly548

resistant to most available antibiotics [79]. Pseudoalteromonas549

sp. D41 bacteria has been mainly studied for its exceptionally550

strong adhesion properties on a wide range of substrates [80]–551

[83] and was grown in Marine Broth 2216 (MB) culture552

media at ambient temperature under aerobic conditions with553

continuous agitation overnight. The optical density (OD) of554

the suspension was defined at 600 nm with a Jenway 6400555

UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The final OD of the cell culture556

media was set to OD 0.2 in MB culture media.557

Fig. 16: Biofilm formation after six-hour long UVC radiation
at 19 ◦C. UV 1 corresponds to the UVC LED Sample 1, UV
2 to the UVC LED Sample 2 and UV 3 to the UVC LED
Sample 3. Control samples were incubated under the same
conditions without UVC light. The initial cell concentration
was OD 0.2 in MB culture media. Images were taken with 63
X magnification using a Zeiss Imager Z2 microscope equipped
with the Apotome.2 sliding module.

B. Experimental Setup for UV Illumination 558

UVC radiation was applied to Pseudoalteromonas sp. D41 559

bacteria in the MB culture media. The setup, including a power 560

supply and sample holder, was designed and manufactured 561

in-house using a Form3 (Formlabs®) 3D printer, as shown 562

in Fig. 15c. One millilitre of the bacteria cell culture (OD 563

0.2) was pipetted into 1.3mL PDMS chambers, cast from 3 564

printed molds. This arrangement provided aerobic conditions 565

for the cells. The PDMS chambers were closed with quartz 566

glass slides using 3D printed clips preventing any leakage of 567

the culture media out of the chambers. The samples were then 568

turned over so that the quartz glass slides were placed on the 569

bottom to better observe biofilm formation on their surface. 570

The cells were radiated with the UVC LEDs from below for 571

six hours at 19 ◦C. The temperature of the cells was tested 572

before and after the experiments using a C.A 1954 DiaCAM 573

thermal imaging IR camera and no considerable heating effect 574

was observed. 575

Three different light intensities were tested, UV sample 1 576
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TABLE IV: Cell growth after six hours of UVC radiation at 19 ◦C with and without bandage, in one and four centimetres
distance. The initial cell concentration was OD 0.2 in MB culture media.

No UV UV 1− 275 nm UV 2− 275 nm UV 3− 268 nm

ODa
Final CGb ODFinal CG ODFinal CG ODFinal CG

No bandage, 1 cm 0.66 3.3X 0.15 0.8X 0.13 0.7X 0.15 0.8X

Bandage, 1 cm 0.6 3X 0.14 0.7X 0.2 1X 0.18 0.9X

Bandage, 4 cm 0.71 3.5X 0.11 0.6X 0.22 1X 0.16 0.8X

aOptical Density, bCell Growth

∼250 µW where the UVC LEDs were not covered with fabric577

bandage and the illumination distance was 1 cm, UV sample 2578

∼25–40 µW where the UVC LEDs were covered with fabric579

bandage and the illumination distance was 1 cm, and UV580

sample 3 with less than 10 µW where the UVC LEDs were581

covered with fabric bandage and the illumination distance was582

4 cm. All conditions were tested three times: As references,583

two chambers of cell culture media and one control sample of584

MB culture media were always incubated in parallel without585

UVC radiation.586

C. Biofilm Observation587

Biofilms developed on the quartz glass slides were rinsed588

with artificial sea water (ASW) and then fixed in 2.5%589

formaldehyde in ASW at room temperature for 30min. Af-590

ter rinsing with ASW; 1:1 ASW, milliQ water and finally591

with milliQ water, the slides were dried and mounted with592

SlowFadeTM Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen).593

Biofilm observation was carried out using an Olympus BX594

fluorescent microscope and a Zeiss Imager Z2 microscope595

equipped with the Apotome.2 sliding authmodule, as shown596

in Fig. 16.597

D. Discussion598

Fig. 16 shows that after being exposed to UV light, three599

different effects were observed on the bacterial cells: (i)600

the cell growth slowed down or immediately stopped, (ii)601

morphological changes appeared on the cells, (iii) biofilm602

formation was less efficient resulting in lower surface cover-603

age. Cell growth was calculated by measuring the OD of the604

supernatant before and after UVC radiation, as summarized605

in Table IV. Control samples, not exposed to UVC, had a606

final cell concentration of approximately 0.6 OD after a six-607

hour incubation at 19 ◦C. The cell concentration was thus three608

times higher than the initial cell concentration of OD 0.2. After609

the application of UVC LED, the cells stopped growing and610

a constant or lower final OD was measured at the end of the611

experiments. This is due to the morphological changes the612

cells went through as a result of the UVC irradiation. UV613

light harms cells by directly damaging the DNA and therefore614

causing cell apoptosis. This process resulted in a considerable,615

twofold decrease of cell size, from 3–4 µm to 1–2 µm.616

After few hours, biofilms start to develop on the glass slides.617

The surface was covered with bacteria cells in 27% (±6%)618

with UVC radiation independently from the intensity of the 619

UVC light. Control samples without UVC radiation showed 620

60% (±30%) coverage with multi-layered cell depositions in 621

some places. 622

UVC LEDs were shown to have a considerable effect on 623

cell growth independently from the applied light intensity, no 624

big difference was observed in between the UVC LEDs of 625

250 µW, 25–40 µW and less than 10 µW. This very low light 626

intensity of 10 µW was enough to cause immediate cell apop- 627

tosis, disrupt cell growth and reduce biofilm formation. The 628

cellular surface coverage was less than half of the coverage 629

of the control samples. Table V compares the proposed anti- 630

infective smart bandage and the state-of-the-art, demonstrating 631

the first wirelessly powered therapeutic smart bandage for 632

chronic wound care and management. 633

The proposed wireless system has the advantage of being 634

sustainable and having a better form-factor than disposable 635

batteries. For instance, the bandage presented in [89] uses 636

a rigid battery that is 30 mm × 45 mm, making it bulky 637

and heavy for the user. Since UV treatment must be applied 638

for several hours, multiple batteries will be needed for a 639

single treatment session, which makes it impossible to use 640

the system while the patient is sleeping or without dedicated 641

personnel. Rechargeable batteries also pose a risk to the user 642

as they cannot be encapsulated, and they may come in contact 643

with fluids or other conductors, which could cause a sudden 644

temperature rise. 645

V. CONCLUSION 646

In this paper, a novel drug-free and anti-infective smart 647

bandage for treating chronic non-healing wounds is demon- 648

strated. The proposed bandage is battery-free and powered by 649

a 6.78MHz wireless power transfer. Despite being partially 650

obscured by the fabric bandage, the low-power UVC LEDs 651

have been shown to effectively eradicate bacteria at low radiant 652

power levels. It was found that polyimide coating completely 653

blocks UV transmission. The low levels of radiated power 654

minimize the risks of the radiation being harmful to the 655

human eyes and if required then polyurethane film could be 656

added to the bandage to prevent leakage. Flexible transmitter 657

and receiver coils were successfully fabricated on a standard 658

bandage fabric and achieved efficient and effective wireless 659

power transfer. The specific dimensions of the coils, 200mm 660

× 65mm, may be not optimal for all wound types and sizes. 661

It may be necessary to adjust the size of the coils, the distance 662
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TABLE V: Comparison of the proposed anti-infective smart bandage and the state-of-the-art.

Reference Sensing and drug de-
livery mechanism

Target Bacteria and
Treatment

Power supply Bandage integration Advantages Disadvantages

This work User-activated
passive drug delivery

•Bacteria: Pseudoal-
teromonas sp. D41
•Treatment: UVC radia-
tion

Magnetic
resonance wireless
power transfer

A polyurethane encap-
sulated flexible UVC
strip is seamlessly em-
bedded within a cotton
crepe bandage

•Completely avoids bacterial re-
sistance during treatment.
•Radiation time and dosage
control using integrated MCUs.
•Electronics can be reused
when the dressing is changed.
•Autonomous and battery-less
power supply for the bandage
for up to 10 cm separation
distance between receiver and
transmitter coils.

•Would benefit from the inte-
gration of sensors for biomarker
tracking and real-time wound
monitoring for activation of
UVC radiation.
•UVC radiation time can range
from 30 mins to 6 hours de-
pending on the number of UVC
LEDs and the size of the wound
and the severity of the infection.

[87] Wound temperature,
pH and uric acid
monitoring and
heater activated drug
delivery

•Bacteria: Staphylococ-
cus aureus
•Treatment: Antibiotics
(cefazolin)

NFC PDMS encapsulated
flexible circuit on is
glued on a transparent
film (Tegaderm film,
3M) dressing

•Sensor activated delivery of
antibiotics and capability to
monitor multiple parameters in-
fluencing wound healing.
•Dosage control of antibiotics
delivery.
•Bandage is battery-free and
uses near field wireless power
supply in very close proximity.
The exact range is not reported.

•Prone to antibiotic resistance.
•Encapsulated antibiotics can
be limited in quantity for con-
tinuous treatment of chronic
wounds.
•Integrated bacterial treatment
is not reusable when the ban-
dage needs to be replaced
due to large exudate absorption
from wounds.

[88] Reaction based mon-
itoring of wound pH,
glucose and tempera-
ture level to activate
drug delivery with
an active antibacte-
rial polymer

•Bacteria: Gram-
negative (Escherichia
coli) and Gram-positive
bacteria (Staphylococcus
aureus)
•Treatment:
Antibacterial polymer
(CTAB- cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide)

None PUIDE Elastomer •Real-time monitoring of
wound physiological state.
•Eliminates the need for power
supply.

•Antibacterial polymer contains
CTAB (cetyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide) which can be
toxic to cells at high dosages
and hence dosage control is
critical.
•Bandage is entirely reaction
based, hence would treatment
be not reusable or recyclable.

[89] Temperature and
pH sensors and
thermally activated
hydrogel drug
dispenser via flexible
microheater

•Bacteria: Staphylococ-
cus aureus
•Treatment: Antibiotics
(cefazolin)

Battery powered
from an electronic
module

Antibacterial patch
demonstrated on
non-textile PET and
Parylene films; and
rigid PCB electronics
to drive bandage film

•Capability for real-time multi-
parameter wound monitoring
for healing management.
•Sensor activated controlled de-
livery of antibiotics to the
wound.

•Smart bandage is not battery-
free and required a rigid module
which can make usage uncom-
fortable.
•Increased power consumption
as integrated heater requires an
activation temperature ( 42 ◦C)
for 30 mins to activate drug
delivery.

[90] Temperature
sensor and in-situ
UV-responsive
antibacterial
hydrogel

•Bacteria: Staphylococ-
cus aureus
•Treatment: Antibiotics
(Gentamicin)

External battery PDMS encapsulated
flexible PCB and
hydrogel

•Capability for wound tem-
perature monitoring and Blue-
tooth data transfer for real-time
wound management.
•Low UV activation period for
antibiotic release (1 to 5 mins).
•Integrated flexible electronics
is encapsulated with biocompat-
ible PDMS.
•Flexible electronics showed
good fatigue resistance to a
maximum tensile strain of 6%
for 20 cycles.

•Bandage still requires the use
of an external battery for
UV activation and temperature
monitoring.
•Bandage is not effective for
antibiotic resistant bacterial in-
fections.

[91] Photothermal
zwitterionic
microneedle
coated with ZnO
nanoparticles for
drug delivery

•Bacteria: Staphylo-
coccus aureus and
Escherichia coli
•Treatment: Zinc oxide
(ZnO) nanoparticles and
Asiaticoside

None zwitterionic polymer
polysulfobetaine
methacrylate
(PSBMA) and
hydrogel

•Treatment is effective against
drug-resistant bacteria.
•High penetration depth of ap-
plied antibacterial to the wound.

•Bandage treatment is one-time
use and would require.
•Dosage control of applied an-
tibacterial agent is not reported.
•No wound sensing mechanism.

between the Tx and Rx coils and the transmission performance663

of the system to optimize the system for different wound664

types. The UV-emitting bandage offers a wound management665

approach that can reduce the use of antibiotics. A flexible666

rectifier based on voltage doubler topology which delivers667

peak output DC voltage was designed. The rectifier has an668

RF-to-DC efficiency of 91% and can deliver a power transfer669

of 4.1W which is significantly higher when compared to the670

rectifier proposed in [84]. 671

The bandage system has a DC-to-DC converter that limits 672

the maximum current delivered to the load. The converter 673

reduces its output voltage when the load current exceeds 674

the current limit to prevent further increase and protect the 675

converter and load. The flexible circuit strip is isolated by 676

a polyimide film to ensure the user is never in contact with 677

the active traces, minimizing the risk of electric shocks to the 678
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human body. In terms of electromagnetic (EM) safety, the SAR679

simulations show that the system can operate at its maximum680

RF input level (exceeding 10 W) while staying under 50% of681

the maximum SAR level of 1.6 W/kg.682

The treatment duration for chronic wounds using UVC683

LED-embedded bandages will depend on several factors, in-684

cluding the size and severity of the wound. Generally, the685

bandage can be used for a specific duration ranging from686

30min to a few hours to ensure effective treatment. The687

bandage does not necessarily have to radiate continuously for688

6 hours to treat the wound. In the anti-bacterial properties689

measurements, the irradiation period of 6 hours was chosen to690

quantify the effect of UV LED radiation on the formation of691

the bacterial biofilm [92]. The transmitter coil, at a coupling692

distance of 7 cm, provides optimal power to the bandage for693

treating bacteria. The flexible electronic circuit implementation694

allows straightforward future expansion to integrate sensors,695

enabling the smart bandage to perform real-time monitoring696

(including any risk of reinfection) as well as to treat infected697

and persistent wounds. The development of the fabric bandage698

to diffuse the light over a wider area will also enable UV LEDs699

to cover a wider area with the potential to reduce the number700

of LEDs required and hence the size and complexity of the701

electronics.702
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